THE PAPERLESS
INITIATIVE

How a Countywide Project
Tackled over 14 Million
Paper Records and
Entered the 21st Century

CHALLENGE

CLIENT

TIMEFRAME

Preserving over 14.6 million paper
documents that were spread over
multiple locations in thousands of
boxes, stored on metal shelving,
tucked in hallways, and offices
sprinkled across Monroe County’s
Seat of Stroudsburg PA.

Monroe County, PA

2020 – present

SOLUTION
Countywide Digitizing & Indexing
Records for Paperless Initiative

Background
Monroe County, PA was founded in 1836,
is the home of the Pocono Mountains
and is a mere 76 miles from New York City.
Like all local governments, Monroe County
is required to keep detailed records of
everything from land grants and property
deeds to court filings and tax data. These
documents provide vital information and
are an indispensable resource for both
government employees and constituents.
Simple enough at first, but as time
marches forward Monroe County has
grown along with its population and court
cases, which means that the number of
records that need to be preserved has
grown EXPONENTIALLY. The County had
thousands of boxes of files overflowing in
multiple physical storage locations across
six different buildings.

Some of these paper artifacts are 100
years old. Over time, paper experiences
deterioration that occurs from usage,
sunlight, oxidation, mold and storage.
Even ink was not engineered to last
100 years. Fast forward to present times
where counties across the country
are facing insufficient storage and the
cost of archiving paper records is a
growing issue coupled with the need for
immediate anywhere access.
Ultimately, Monroe County’s challenge
was to efficiently preserve records for
long-term use, being able to easily
access records while reducing storage
requirements, provide a disaster
recovery plan while staying on budget.

This made retrieval of documents an
additional challenge and required going
to an off-site location, looking down long
rows of files stored on shelves, and sifting
through boxes to locate the desired file.
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“By using Avenu’s modern and 21st century approach,
we will be able to preserve our history and files, provide
easy access to records, greatly reduce storage costs, and
repurpose buildings for better use.”
-Greg Christine, Chief Clerk, Monroe County, PA

Monroe County’s Initiative
Commit to a Digital Strategy
The County tackled the challenge by
creating a “Paperless Initiative” to
digitally access files and reduce their
real estate footprint dedicated to paper
storage allowing them to regain and
repurpose county office space. As a first
step, the Monroe County Archivist set
the conservation policies to ensure these
historical records would meet State and
National standards and would be available
for the next generation of constituents.
Deploy a Countywide Document
Management System
The County deployed a single repository
for their document management
consolidating the storage of their digital
collection. This central repository provides
instant-access to digital files, reduces the
number of times the same document
is stored locally on a user’s PC and
provides better disaster recovery to critical
documents that only reside as paper files
located in several locations throughout
the County.
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Digitize, Index and Import Current Paper
Files into a Document Repository
The steps taken to digitize, index, and
import 14.6 million files into a document
repository involves a detailed set of
decisions, plans and execution. Monroe
County partnered with Avenu Insights
and Analytics to assist with their Paperless
Initiative and digital transformation.
“We are excited about this project for
numerous reasons,” shared Greg Christine,
Chief Clerk. “By using a modern 21st
century approach, Monroe County will
be able to preserve our history and files,
provide easy access to records, greatly
reduce storage costs, and repurpose
buildings for better use.”
Avenu provides an expanded series
of comprehensive and cost-effective,
integrated electronic document imaging
and processing systems. Avenu’s platforms
have evolved along with the industry as
they continuously kept abreast of rapid
technological advances.
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Steps Taken to Tackle 14.6
Million Paper Documents
Here are the steps Avenu took to help accomplish Monroe County’s “Paperless Initiative.”

1

ON-SITE VISIT TO ASSESS PHYSICAL RECORDS AT VARIOUS LOCATIONS
Given the number of locations, voluminous number of files, varying methods of
storage provided by six departments, Avenu was able to estimate the total number
of pages during the walk-through by department to help the county understand the
scope of their “Paperless Initiative.”
Records storage crossed all file storage types from neatly boxed records in the
archival boxes located in the Archivist Library to 4” x 13” metal filing cabinets in a
historic building that was the old Jail where Avenu found dusty tri-folded files left
folded and untouched for decades.
Each department houses different records, varying retention schedules and special
needs in regard to record files varying page sizes, age and quality of the records.
Avenu met with each department collecting their digitization requirements that
would address and meet their overarching goals.
The largest collection was the Prothonotary court files that must be archived for
access nearly indefinitely.
SPECIAL CHALLENGE:
Like most Courts, the County had scanning initiatives over the years as time and
budget allowed. This created a special challenge to determine if a case file had
been scanned or if it only existed in the paper files stored in what Monroe County
lovingly calls the “Crypt.”
SOLUTION:
As part of this project, Avenu is identifying scanned cases in the Prothonotary’s Case
Management system by comparing case numbers to the paper file using Avenu
“Look-up” process. Once completed the Prothonotary will have a detailed inventory
of every case file in their case management system and a link to the paper file that
was digitized.
This is the Holy Grail for anyone managing the complexities of the digitization
process f rom paper files and electronic files. Avenu is validating every case number
in Monroe County.
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2

DECISION TO HAVE SCANNING DONE REMOTELY OR ON-SITE
Avenu offers both remote and on-site scanning options. Remote scanning involves
taking the files to one of the company’s numerous production facilities. On-site
scanning provides the customer with instant access to records and the comfort that
their records never leave the security of the county building. Avenu also provides the
equipment, supplies, staff, and expertise to scan documents on-premise.
Monroe County chose to have on-site scanning to mitigate the risks associated
with shipping boxes, especially for a project this size. Monroe provided a segregated
space where Avenu set-up a production area digitizing the large and historic
collection of the County’s history.

3

RECORD INVENTORY
Avenu inventories all documents identified for scanning. All inventories are logged
in Avenu’s Inventory Control Process and approved by both the County and Avenu.
Inventories are tracked at the box level creating a box inventory report that tracks
the total number of files and pages. The boxes are tracked from pick-up through the
digitization process and uploaded to the County’s centralized repository.

“Having Avenu digitize our
records on-site is another
huge benefit.”
-Greg Christine, Chief Clerk,
Monroe County, PA
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PREPARATION OF DOCUMENTS/MEDIA TO BE SCANNED
Preparing loose-leaf paper for scanning is labor intensive. It involves an array of
activities such as removing binders from boxes, extracting pages from folders and
binders, removing staples, clips, fasteners; and relocating post-it notes which is the
beginning step in this part of the process.

5

DIGITAL SCANNING
Using high-speed, high-quality scanners, Avenu’s trained staff scans documents and
delivering as a searchable PDF/A file. Avenu’s state-of-the art scanning technology
allows for scanning of color photographs, or other color documents at the time of
scanning in a quick, productive manner. All pages are scanned in the order of the file
regardless of size of the page, black & white text to color photos or oversized maps and
newspapers. The Avenu process seamlessly deliveries the digital file that matches the
paper file.

6

INDEXING
Indexing is a critical step to being able to retrieve digital records quickly and easily.
Avenu uses indexing protocols and Optical Character Recognition (OCR) to read
printed file labels as an additional quality control step at time of scanning. Avenu
extracts critical data and validates the information to ensure image files match the
system data.
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7

QUALITY CONTROL & QUALITY ASSURANCE
Avenu deploys Quality Control (QC) methods and programs that far exceed typical
industry standards by putting 100% of scanned items through a different QC step
a minimum of three times to ensure accuracy. If accuracy falls beneath acceptable
levels, the QC process is re-started, and Avenu’s technicians will rescan any image that
does not pass QC.

8

IMAGE CLEAN-UP
Using Avenu’s in-house image enhancement solution, media is converted to digital
images. These digital enhancement tools were designed specifically for the image
capture and restoration of quality from poor originals at the pixel level. Avenu has
developed special features to handle documentary stamps, seals and signatures
as well as removing excessive borders, de-skew, de-speckle and overall image
enhancement resulting in the best quality image output possible.

9

DELIVERY OF SCANNED IMAGES
Upon completion of scanning, Avenu provides the County with PDF/A images and
indexing data compatible for digestion to the host repository system. In Countywide
projects, it is common for Courts, DA’s and Recorders to have hosts systems specific
to their processes. This requires delivering the data and images in multiple formats.
The Avenu image delivery is system agnostic and can match a host system or
multiple systems.
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Results: A New Digital Archive
with Improved Government
Efficiency Across the Board
Together, Monroe County and Avenu
started the Paperless Initiative in April
2020, and their partnership quickly
started delivering results. Avenu’s
Digital Processing Team immediately
got to work standing side by side with
County officials and employees to
locate, meticulously scan and upload
documents and files.
Since June, Avenu has scanned,
inventoried, and provided “Look-ups” for
75,000 case files and 1,700,000 pages
for cases files from 1997 to 2004. These
digitized files are not only easier to access;
they are also a higher quality image than
the original paper files.

Using Monroe County’s new digital
system, users can zoom-in and enhance
high-fidelity images on the smallest of
details for any document. Multiple users
can look at a file simultaneously and
quickly locate the information they need.
This project is an ongoing and multiyear effort. Please check back to see how
the Paperless Initiative is progressing as
Monroe County’s history is archived for
generations to come.

To learn more about how Digital Processing Solutions can help, request more information
at succeed@avenuinsights.com.
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